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HD-Advanced – Advanced ticket handling

HD-Advanced is a plug-in ideal for complex support organisa-
tions which need to rationalise their support lines. HD-Advanced 
includes features such as: the possibility to delegate tickets on 
several levels, SLA handling, ticket classification, standard tick-
et creation and the possibility to link tickets resulting from the 
same cause. HD-Advanced helps you make better use of your 
resources and simplifies ticket handling for both customers and 
support staff. 

Support and Organisation Groups 
HD-Advanced lets you replicate the structure of your support orga-
nisation in HelpDesk, giving you exact control over the ticket path.  
You can divide your support personnel into support groups and then 
choose which group should handle a given ticket based on the object 
or organisation of that ticket. HelpDesk becomes more structured, 
your service level improves, and your workload is reduced.

You can link one or several e-mail accounts to a support group to 
ensure that tickets are sent to the most relevant support staff. You 
can also set up delegations between support groups to enable tick-
ets to be efficiently funnelled towards the personnel with the required 
competences. This means that complicated tickets can be resolved 
more quickly.  

You can also use support groups or organisation groups to divide 
your HelpDesk along competence or geographical lines.

Organisation group colours
You can associate a colour with a particular organisation group’s tick-
ets to make them easier to see in the ticket list.  

Object groups
To simplify administration, you can collect objects into object groups. 
An object can belong to more than one object group, if necessary. 
You have the possibility to connect individual users or support groups 
to object groups. You can then create questions and link them to the 
object group, rather than to each individual object.

Follow-up
HD-Advanced offer the following reports: number of tickets per client, 
final client or organisation group; number of tickets handled per sup-
port group; SLAs; ticket list. Most of the reports can be further grou-
ped by support group, organisation group or object group.  

SLA
HD-Advanced makes SLA (Service Level Agreement) administration 
easy. You can set reminders based on agreed handling times, and 
sort your ticket list by SLA to see which tickets must be dealt with 
first. You can connect SLAs to objects, object groups, organisations 
or organisation groups. You can also create SLA compliance reports.

HD-Advanced lets you set SLA connections and create support groups, 
amongst other.
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Simple is smart
Administrative software in your web browser

The administrator decides when SLA reminders should be sent, as wel as which icons should 
be used to indicate how much of the SLA remains.

Classification
It is possible to create classifications for tickets in HD-Advanced. 
You create a number of classification questions which are then 
answered for all tickets and which can be used as the basis of 
reports and searches. The answers to these questions can also 
be used as selection criteria in reports.

Standard tickets
You can simplify the ticket registration and handling process for 
both customers and support staff by creating standard tickets 
consisting of ticket descriptions, actions and solutions.  

Linked tickets
You can link tickets with the same cause together, so that when 
the mother ticket is resolved and closed, all customers who have 
registered tickets linked to it are notified at the same time.

Final customers
HD-Advanced allows you to keep track of your final customers 
so that tickets can be registered by resellers for their customers.

Contact us to hear what your organisation have to gain by using 
HD-Advanced. Further information can also be found on our web 
site www.artologik.com


